Benefits of Volunteering…

- Gain confidence
- Make a difference
- Volunteering can help you meet different kinds of people and make new friends
- Be part of a community
- Learn new skills
- Take on a challenge
- Support a worthwhile organization

Just have fun!
Volunteer Opportunities

**Docent** - Outdoor teachers. Experience not necessary, just a love of nature. We will train.

**Gardening Specialists** - Help with the greenhouse and work with native plants.

**Greeter** - Work at our front desk in the lobby to meet and greet visitors and guests. A big smile and friendly demeanor required.

**Grounds/Maintenance** - Building cleaning, maintaining trails, small misc. jobs as needed.

**Historian** - Individuals to curate our historical documents

**Land Conservationists** - Help control invasive species, restore lands, plant trees and conservation efforts.

**Special Events** - Each year TWC host various different special events and it takes an army of volunteers to help run them. Jobs might include a greeter, salesperson, server, firefly, character, or what have you. The choices are endless.

**Nature Store/Office** - works both in our store and office doing a variety of tasks.

**Virtual Volunteers** - computer savvy individuals to do data entry and data mining.

---

Organization Information

The Wilderness Center (TWC) a regional conservation/education organization incorporated on June 16, 1964 whose mission is to connect community with nature, educate people of all ages, conserve natural resources and practice environmental stewardship

- We serve thousands of visitors yearly as individuals visit our Interpretive Building and walk our 10 miles of trails.

- We host Foxfield Preserve, the first nature preserve cemetery in the state of Ohio and the first in the country operated by a conservation organization.

- TWC propagates and sells native plants to individuals in surrounding communities, provides educational programs to the general public of all ages, school and youth groups as well as conserve lands here and in surrounding communities.

- We are supported from individuals, corporations, and foundations, has allowed our programming and land conservation to expand to what it is today…

*all continuing the TWC legacy!*

---

I am interested in becoming a TWC volunteer!

Name _________________________________
Address________________________________
______________________________________
Phone _________________________________
Email:_________________________________
______________________________________
Over 18? Yes No  TWC Member? Yes No
When are you available?___________________
______________________________________
What volunteer opportunities would you be interested in?

- Docent
- Gardening Specialists
- Greeter
- Grounds/Maintenance
- Historian
- Land Conservationists
- Nature Store/Office
- Special Events
- Virtual Volunteers

Return to: Debbie Casto, Operations Mgr.

P.O. Box 202 Wilmot, Ohio 44689
www.wildernesscenter.org